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As a result of the continuing uncertainty over the UK departure from the EU, different 
European countries have been preparing for a so called no deal Brexit, i.e. the scenario 
where the UK leaves the EU on 29 March (or later) without a withdrawal agreement and a 
transition period in place.   

The aim of this wave of national legislation in EU states is therefore to limit the risks 
connected with such a situation, ensure financial stability, the integrity and the operational 
continuity of markets, and protect intermediaries and markets participants alike, through the 
introduction of an appropriate transitional period during which such entities can continue to 
operate, similarly to the transitional period planned in the event of an agreement between 
the United Kingdom and the EU. 

ITALY 

On 24 January 2019 the Italian Ministry of Economy and Finance published an official press 
release1 stating that, in close cooperation with the Italian supervisory authorities, and after a 
consultation with the trade associations – it has drafted legislation dealing with the provision 
of regulated activities in the event of a no-deal Brexit by Italian-based entities in UK and UK-
based companies in Italy, such as UK credit institutions, payment institutions, investment 
firms, UCITS management companies, AIFMs, insurance and re-insurance companies and 
pension funds (“UK Service Providers”). Unlike other EU countries which have already 
approved or are in the parliamentary process of approving emergency legislation, it is likely 
that in Italy the measures will be adopted in the form of a decree-law, the quickest way 
legislation can be approved in case of urgency, should it be necessary to do so. 
 
UK Service Providers will be able to continue operating lawfully for a transitional period 
under the pre-Brexit EU licenses in order to prevent any business disruption and safeguard 
investors’ and depositors’ protection. 
 
The decree-law will also identify the obligations and procedural steps that the UK Service 
Providers have to comply with – based on applicable sector legislation on European and 
national levels– in order to continue to operate beyond the defined transitional period, with 
the aim of ensuring stable and certain parameters to allow each intermediary to adapt to the 
new institutional and operational framework. 
 
Similar provisions will be included in the part of the decree-law concerning trading venues 
and UK Service Providers access to those venues, with provisions for the transitional period 
applicable to both the British companies managing trading platforms operating in Italy and 
Italian companies managing trading platforms operating in the UK. 
 
Another provision will also allow Italian pension funds to keep their investments in UCITS 
and AIFs domiciled in the UK, which – in the lack of a provision allowing them – would no 
longer be permitted after a (no-deal) Brexit, due to the restrictions set forth under the 
applicable Italian regulation. 
 
Finally, the draft legislation also provides for the requirements to be fulfilled by the above 
firms in order to also continue operating after the transitional period. It could therefore be the 
case that the Italian Ministry is envisaging to introduce a sort of “preferential route” for those 
intermediaries that are already carrying out business in Italy and that after Brexit would 
otherwise be subject to the rules currently set out for any other non-EU country firms 
operating in Italy. 

 

 
1 To check the complete press release please click here: Italian Minister press release.  

 

http://www.mef.gov.it/en/ufficio-stampa/comunicati/2019/comunicato_0015.html
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LUXEMBOURG  

A jurisdiction particularly exposed to the risk of a no deal Brexit is Luxembourg, in light of the 
size of its financial sector and its close ties with the UK financial services industry.  

A draft bill proposed by the Luxembourg government2 entrusts the Luxembourg supervisory 
authority of the financial sector, the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur 
Financier (“CSSF”), and the Luxembourg supervisory authority for the insurance sector, 
the Commissariat aux Assurances (“CAA”), with certain limited powers to safeguard 
financial stability should the UK withdraw from the EU without an agreement.  

For a period of 21 months after a no-deal Brexit, the CSSF and the CAA, each within its field 
of competence, would be able to allow UK Service Providers to continue servicing their 
Luxembourg-based clients. However, such measures are limited to the case where the UK 
service provider had a relationship established before the no deal date, i.e. where it (i) has 
properly passported its services into Luxembourg before the exit date; and (ii) has entered 
into an agreement with the relevant Luxembourg client prior to the exit date, or after the exit 
date but only for so long as such agreement is connected closely to agreements entered into 
before the exit date. 

Should the draft bill be approved, a UK-authorised AIFM or a UCITS management company 
could be allowed to continue to manage a Luxembourg UCITS or AIF for a maximum period 
of 21 months after the exit date. If the entity marketing the relevant Luxembourg UCITS or 
AIF was notified in Luxembourg prior to the exit date, such entity could also be allowed to 
continue to market the relevant UCITS or AIF in Luxembourg. 

While the draft bill notes that the CSSF and the CAA may continue to apply the relevant 
provisions relating to the passport, it unfortunately does not provide guidance as to the 
process to be followed by a UK Service Provider to benefit from this grandfathering. 

The Luxembourg Budget and Finance Commission will discuss the draft bill in one of its next 
sessions. The State Council will also review the draft bill and might request further 
clarification regarding the roles of the CSSF and the CAA, as these roles are arguably vague 
in the current text. Time pressure to enact the draft bill is high, with the 29 March 2019 less 
than 50 days away. 

IRELAND  

The Central Bank of Ireland (the “Central Bank”) has recently clarified a number of key 
points to the Irish funds industry which will be relevant to market participants impacted by 
Brexit, including the below relating to delegation by Irish fund management companies to UK 
firms of the investment management of Irish funds post Brexit.  

Regulation 21(1)(d) of Ireland’s EU (Alternative Investment Fund Managers) Regulations, 
2013, as amended (“AIFMD Regulation”) requires that an Irish authorised AIFM or internally 
managed AIF cannot delegate portfolio management or risk management to a third country 
firm unless there is a co-operation arrangement between the Central Bank and the 
supervisory authority of the undertaking. 

Similarly, Regulation 23(1)(d) of Ireland’s European Communities (Undertakings for 
Collective Investment in Transferable Securities) Regulations, 2011, as amended (“UCITS 
Regulation”), requires that an Irish UCITS management company or self-managed UCITS 
cannot delegate investment management to a third country firm, much like the above, unless 
there is a co-operation arrangement between the Central Bank and the supervisory 
authorities of the third country concerned. 

 
2 For the complete text of the bill, please check: Luxembourg draft bill 

https://www.loyensloeff.com/media/1479872/draft-bill-cssf.pdf
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The ESMA Multilateral Memorandum of Understanding (“MoU”) with the FCA was 
announced by ESMA on 1 February 2019 and satisfies both of the requirements noted 
above in relation to delegation under the AIFMD Regulation and the UCITS Regulation. To 
view the FCA’s statement on this MoU, please click here and to view our previous article on 
this matter please click here.  

A number of other Brexit related matters remain under consideration by the Central Bank 
including the eligibility of UK OTC counterparties for Irish UCITS as well as the rules to be 
applied in relation to investments by Irish UCITS and AIFs in UK funds. We will provide 
further updates on these in due course. 

THE NETHERLANDS 

Further to our previous newsletter on Brexit and the third country exemption regime in the 
Netherlands (please click here), it has been confirmed by the Dutch regulator that as of 12 
February 2019, investment firms from the UK can apply for the exemption via the link here 
on their website.  

CONCLUSION 

This wave of national legislation will allow UK AIFMs and UK management companies to 
continue providing certain services in these EU countries for a period of up to 21 months in 
case of a no deal exit. This would provide UK asset managers with additional time to 
rearrange their activities and adapt to the new regulatory landscape as it unfolds in the 
coming months. 

NEXT STEPS 

For more information, and any guidance or advice on the impact of Brexit, Cleveland & Co, 
your External in-house counsel, are here to help. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DISCLAIMER 
No individual who is a member, partner, shareholder, director, employee or consultant of, in 
or to any constituent part of Cleveland & Co Associates Limited accepts or assumes 
responsibility, or has any liability, to any person in respect of this document. Copyright in the 
materials is owned by Cleveland & Co Associates Limited and the materials should not be 
copied or disclosed to any other person without the express authorisation of Cleveland & Co 
Associates Limited. This document is not intended to give legal advice and, accordingly, it 
should not be relied upon. It should not be regarded as a comprehensive statement of the 
law and practice in this area. Readers must take specific legal advice on any particular 
matter which concerns them. If you require any advice or information, please speak to your 
usual contact at Cleveland & Co Associates Limited.  

https://www.fca.org.uk/news/press-releases/fca-agrees-mous-esma-and-eu-regulators-allow-cooperation-and-exchange-information
https://cleveland-co.com/esma-and-fca-sign-memorandum-in-case-of-no-deal-brexit/
https://cleveland-co.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Brexit-updates_final.pdf
http://www.digitaal.loket.afm.nl/en-US/Diensten/Beleggingsondernemingen/Melding/Pages/aanmelding-beleggingsonderneming-artikel10.aspx?tab=4
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WHY WE'RE DIFFERENT  
Cleveland & Co are specialists in financial services, investment management and 
commercial contracts and related courses. Our team's in-house experience means we 
understand client challenges and we work alongside you to create solutions. We can provide 
insight on real vs hypothetical risks and help your team evolve.  

 

WE OFFER 
Cleveland & Co offer you fixed fees and retainer structures that provide you with certainty of 
cost and we offer industry experience that cuts through common legal complexity. 

 
 
 
CONTACT 
 

EMMA CLEVELAND 
Founder and Managing Director 
 

+44.79.6387.8756 
ecleveland@cleveland-co.com 
www.cleveland-co.com 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Cleveland & Co Associates Limited is incorporated in England and Wales, company No. 07871988 

Unit K304, The Biscuit Factory, Drummond Road, London, SE16 4DG, VAT number 144 6988 70. Cleveland 
& Co Associates Limited is authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA) under 
no. 622069, as an alternative business structure, and as such all our solicitors are subject to the principles 
and code of conduct set out by the SRA. Please visit http://www.sra.org.uk/handbook/ for more 
information. 

 


